Alcohol and Drug Counseling
  Alcohol & Drug Counseling (AA)  AD-ADCNSL-A
  Alcohol & Drug Counseling (C)  AD-ADCNSL-C
  Post-Professional Practice in ADC (C)  AD-PSTPRF-C

American Ethnic Studies
  Black Studies (AA)  AE-BLKSTD-A
  Chicano Studies (AA)  AE-CHICST-A
  Ethnic Studies (AA)  AE-ETHSTD-A
  Native American Studies (AA)  AE-NATAMR-A

Anthropology
  Anthropology (AA)  AN-ANTHRO-A
  Anthropology for Transfer (AA-T)  AN-ANTHRO-AT

Art
  Art History (AA)  AR-ARTHST-A
  Art History for Transfer (AA-T)  AR-ARTHIS-AT
  Art Studio (AA)  AR-ARTSTU-A
  Studio Arts for Transfer (AA-T)  AR-STUART-AT

Automotive Service & Technology
  Automotive Service & Technology (C)  AU-AUTOSR-C
  Automotive Service & Technology (AS)  AU-AUTOSR-S

Biological Sciences
  Biological Sciences (AA)  BI-BIOL-OG-A
  Biology for Transfer (AS-T)  BI-BIOL-OG-ST
  Biomedical Sciences (D)  BI-BIOMED-D
  Liberal Arts: Biomedical Sciences (AA)  LS-BIOMED-A
  Natural History (AA)  BI-NATHIS-A
  Natural History (D)  BI-NATHIS-D

Business
  Accounting (AS)  BU-ACCTNG-S
  Accounting Assistant/Bookkeeper 1 (D)  BU-ASTBK1-D
  Accounting Assistant/Bookkeeper 2 (D)  BU-ASTBK2-D
  Accounting Assistant/Bookkeeper 3 (D)  BU-ASTBK3-D
  Accounting Assistant/Bookkeeper 4 (C)  BU-ASTBK4-C
  Bookkeeping (SCA)  BU-BKPKG-K
  Business Administration Level 1 (SCA)  BU-BUSAD1-K
  Business Administration Level 2 (SCA)  BU-BUSAD2-K
  Business Administration (AA)  BU-BUSADM-A
  Business Admin for Transfer (AS-T)  BU-BUSADT-ST
  Business Admin: Entrepreneurship (AA)  BU-BUAQEN-A
  Business Admin: Entrepreneurship (C)  BU-BUAQEN-C
  Business Admin: Management (AA)  BU-MNGMTN-A
  Business Admin: Management (C)  BU-MNGMTN-C
  Entrepreneurship (SCA)  BU-ENTPRN-K
  Entrepreneurship Web Design Levels 1 & 2 (SCA)  BU-ENTPRN-K
  Finance (AA)  BU-FINANC-A
  Finance (C)  BU-FINANC-C
  International Business (AA)  BU-INTLBS-A
  International Business (C)  BU-INTLBS-C
  International Marketing Communication (SCA)  BU-IMARKC-S
  International Marketing: Fashion & Beauty (SCA)  BU-IMARKC-S
  Marketing (AA)  BU-BUSMARK-A
  Marketing (C)  BU-BUSMARK-C
  Real Estate (AS)  BU-REALES-S
  Real Estate (C)  BU-REALES-C
  Sales & Marketing (SCA)  BU-SLSMKT-K

California State University General Education Breadth
  CSU GE Breadth (C)  LS-CSUGEB-C

Chemistry
  Chemistry (AA)  CM-CHEMST-A

Communication
  Communication: Applied Comm (AA)  CO-APLCOM-A
  Communication: Comm Science (AA)  CO-COMSCI-A
  Comm Studies for Transfer (AA-T)  CO-COMSTT-AT

Computer Applications and Office Management
  Business Communications (SCA)  BU-COMMKT-C
  COMP: Business Software Specialist (AS)  CP-BUSSSP-T
  COMP: Business Software Specialist (C)  CP-BUSSSP-C
  COMP: Office Management (C)  CP-OFFMGMT-C
  COMP: Office Management (AS)  CP-OFFMGMT-S
  Computer Proficiency Online (SCA)  CP-COMPRF-K
  Office Assistant (SCA)  CP-OFSASST-K

Computer Information Systems
  Access SQL Professional (SCA)  AC-SQLPROF-K
  Cloud Computing Specialist (SCA)  BU-CLOUDSP-K
  Computer Information Systems (AS)  CI-CMPINF-A
  CIS: System Administration (AS)  CI-CINSADM-S
  Database Prog & Applications Dev (C)  CI-DATAPR-C
  Help Desk & Desktop Support Level 1 (SCA)  BU-HELPDSK-C
  Help Desk & Desktop Support Level 2 (SCA)  BU-HELPDSK-S
  Information Technology Management (SCA)  BU-INFTMGT-S
  Mac OS X Administration (SCA)  BU-MACOSX-K
  Microsoft Office Development (SCA)  BU-MICROSOFT-K
  Microsoft SQL Server Database Admin (SCA)  BU-MICROSQLSRV-K
  Microsoft Windows Sys Ad/Security (SCA)  BU-MICROSEC-K
  Mobile Device Administration (SCA)  BU-MOBDEV-K
  PC Support/Network Management (C)  BU-PCNETM-K
  Technical Writing (SCA)  BU-TECHWR-K
  Virtualization System Admin (SCA)  BU-VLZTNSK-K
  Web Server Administration (SCA)  BU-WBRSVR-K

Computer Network Engineering
  Cisco Networking Associate (SCA)  BU-CISCO-ASS
  Computer Network Engineering (AS)  BU-CNENGR-A
  Computer Network Engineering (C)  BU-CNENGR-C

Computer Science
  Computer Science (AS)  BU-CMPSC-K
  Computer Science (C)  BU-CMPSC-C
  Mobile Application Developer (SCA)  BU-APPLDVF-C
  Web Programming (SCA)  BU-WBPRG-K

Construction Technology
  Construction Technology (AS)  BU-CONSTR-S
  Construction Technology (C)  BU-CONSTR-C

Cosmetology
  Cosmetology (AS)  BU-COSMT-A
  Cosmetology (C)  BU-COSMT-C
  Esthetician Levels 1 & 2 (SCA)  BU-ESTHETIC-K

Culinary Arts & Hotel Management
  Baking and Pastry (SCA)  BU-BKPPAS-K
  Culinary Arts (AS)  BU-CULART-A
  Culinary Arts (C)  BU-CULART-C
  Hospitality (AS)  BU-HOSPIT-A
  Hospitality (C)  BU-HOSPIT-C
  Hospitality Operations Specialist (SCA)  BU-HSPTSP-K
  Human Resource Hospitality Spec (SCA)  BU-HRSPC-K
  Personal Chef Training (SCA)  BU-PERCHF-K

Drafting/CAD
  Drafting/CAD (AS)  BU-DRAFCAD-S
  Drafting/CAD (C)  BU-DRAFCAD-C
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Key: Associate in Arts (AA) Degree, Associate in Arts for Transfer (AA-T) Degree, Associate in Science (AS) Degree, Associate in Science for Transfer (AS-T) Degree, Certificate of Achievement (C), Skills Competency Award (SCA), Departmental Award (D).
## Early Childhood Education
- Associate Child Care Teacher (C) EC-CHCARE-C
- Diversity Issues in ECE (C) EC-DIVISS-C
- Early Childhood Education (AS) EC-ERLYCH-S
- Early Childhood Ed for Transfer (AS-T) EC-ERLYCH-ST
- Early Childhood Education (C) EC-ERLYCH-C
- Infant/Toddler Development (C) EC-INFTOD-C
- School-Age Care (C) EC-SCHLAG-C

## Earth & Planetary Sciences
- Astronomy EA-ASTRON-S
- Geological Sciences (AS) GS-GEOSCI-S
- Geology for Transfer (AS-T) GS-GEOLGOST-T

## Economics
- Economics (AA) EC-ECONOM-A
- Economics for Transfer (AA-T) EC-ECONOM-AT

## Education
- Introduction to TEFL (SCA) ED-CEFLTC-K
- Elem Teacher Ed for Transfer (AA-T) ED-ELETEA-AT

## Engineering
- Engineering (AA) ER-ENGINR-A
- Engineering (AS) ER-ENGINR-S

## English
- Creative Writing: General Emphasis (C) EN-CRWRGE-C
- Creative Writing: Prof Emphasis (C) EN-CRWRPR-C
- English (AA) EN-ENGLISH-A
- English for Transfer (AA-T) EN-ENGLISH-AT

## Environmental Horticulture
- Environmental Horticulture (C) EH-ENVHRT-C
- EH: Ecological Restoration & Mgmt (AS) EH-ECORST-S
- EH: Landscape Design (AS) EH-CNDSGN-S
- EH: Landscape Contract C-27 Lic (AS) EH-C27LIC-S
- EH: Nursery/Greenhouse Tech (AS) EH-NRSGRN-S
- Landscape Operations (SCA) EH-LNDOPR-K
- Sustainable Horticulture (SCA) EH-SUSHOR-K

## Environmental Studies
- Environmental Studies (AA) ES-ENVSTD-A

## Film & Media Studies
- Film & Media Studies (AA) FS-FILMED-A
- Film & Media Studies (C) FS-FILMED-C

## Film & Television
- Digital Audio Production (SCA) FS-FLMPRD-A
- Independent Film Producing (SCA) FS-FLMPRD-A
- Motion Graphics & Broadcast Design (SCA) FS-FLMPRD-A

## Geography
- Geography (AA) GY-GEOGRA-A
- Geography for Transfer (AA-T) GY-GEOGRA-AT

## Global Studies
- Global Studies (AA) GL-GLOBST-A

## Graphic Design & Photography
- Advanced Photo Design (SCA) GD-APPHOT-A
- Advanced Photography (C) GD-APPHOT-C
- Digital Visual Foundation (SCA) GD-GRPHDS-A
- Graphic Design Entrepreneur I/II (SCA) GD-GRPHDS-A
- Information Design (SCA) GD-GRAPDE-C
- Introduction to Graphic Design (C) GD-GRAPDE-C
- Photo Design I & II (SCA) GD-INTGRD-C

## Health Technologies
- Acute Care CNA (SCA) HT-ACTCAR-K
- Cancer Information Management (AS) HT-CNCRIN-S
- Cancer Information Management (C) HT-CNCRIN-C
- Certified Nursing Assistant (SCA) HT-CNCRIN-S
- Diagnostic Medical Sonography (C) HT-MEDDSN-C
- Emergency Medical Tech-Basic (SCA) HT-EMTBCS-K
- Health Information Technology (AS) HT-HITECH-S
- Home Health Aide (SCA) HT-HOMEHL-K
- Medical Coding Specialist (C) HT-MEDCOD-C
- Nursing (ADN) (AS) HT-NURADN-S
- Radiography (AS) HT-RADIOG-S
- Vocational Nursing (LVN) (AS) HT-NURLVN-S
- Vocational Nursing (LVN) (C) HT-NURLVN-C

## History
- History (AA) HS-HISTOR-A
- History for Transfer (AA-T) HS-HISTTR-AT

## Honors Program
- Honors: Humanities/Social Sciences (C) HON-HUM-S
- Honors: Sciences/Mathematics (C) HON-SCI-C

## Interior Design
- Interior Design (AA) ID-INTDSG-A
- Interior Design (C) ID-INTDSG-C

## Intersegmental General Ed Transfer Curriculum
- IGETC (C) LS-IGETC-C

## Journalism
- Journalism (AA) JR-JOURNA-A
- Journalism (C) JR-JOURNA-C
- Journalism for Transfer (AA-T) JR-JOURNA-AT

## Justice Studies
- Admin of Justice for Transfer (AS-T) AJ-ADMJU-ST
- AJ: Criminology Emphasis (AS) AJ-CRIMIN-S
- AJ: Criminology Emphasis (C) AJ-CRIMIN-C
- AJ: Law Enforcement Emphasis (AA) AJ-LAWENF-A
- AJ: Law Enforcement Emphasis (AS) AJ-LAWENF-S
- AJ: Law Enforcement Emphasis (C) AJ-LAWENF-C
- AJ: Legal Studies Emphasis (AS) AJ-LEGSTD-A
- AJ: Legal Studies Emphasis (C) AJ-LEGSTD-C

## Liberal Arts & Sciences
- Arts & Humanities Emphasis (AA) LA-ARTHUM-A
- Science & Mathematics Emphasis (AA) LA-SCIMAT-A
- Social & Behavioral Sci Emphasis (AA) LA-SOCBEH-A

## Liberal Studies
- Liberal Studies: Education Emp (AA) LS-EMPEDU-A

## Marine Diving Technologies
- Commercial Diving (SCA) MD-COMDIV-K
- Marine Diving Technician (C) MD-MARDVG-C
- Marine Diving Technician (AS) MD-MARDVG-S
- Marine Science (D) BI-MARSCI-D

## Mathematics
- Mathematics (AA) MA-MATHEM-A
- Mathematics for Transfer (AS-T) MA-MATHTR-ST

## Middle East Studies
- Middle East Studies (AA) ME-MIDEAS-A

## Modern Languages
- American Sign Language (AA) ML-ASLANG-A
- French (AA) ML-FRENCH-A
- Spanish (AA) ML-SPANIS-A
- Spanish for Transfer (AA-T) ML-SPANTR-AT
Multimedia Arts & Technology
- Animation & Gaming (AA) MT-ANIGAM-A
- Animation & Gaming (C) MT-ANIGAM-C
- Game Design (D)
- Media Arts (AA) MT-MEDART-A
- Media Arts (C) MT-MEDART-C
- Media Design and Development (SCA)
- Mobile Media Core (SCA)
- Web Marketing and Media Design (SCA)

Music
- Commercial Music (C) MU-COMMUS-C
- Music (AA) MU-MUSIC-A
- Music (D) MU-MUSIC-D

Philosophy
- Philosophy (AA) PL-PHILOS-A
- Philosophy for Transfer (AA-T) PL-PHILOTS-AT

Physical Education
- Healthy Aging (AA) PE-HELAGE-A
- Healthy Aging (SCA)
- Kinesiology for Transfer (AA-T) PE-KINES-AT
- Physical Education (AA) PE-PHYSED-A
- PE: Athletic/Personal Fitness Train (AA) PE-ATHTRA-A

Physics
- Physics (AA) PH-PHYSIC-A
- Physics (AS) PH-PHYSIC-S
- Physics for Transfer (AS-T) PH-PHYSTR-ST

Political Science
- Law & Society (AA) PS-LAWSOC-A
- Law & Society: Criminal Justice (AA) PS-LAWCRJ-A
- Political Science (AA) PS-POLSCI-A
- Political Science for Transfer (AA-T) PS-POLSCI-AT

Psychology
- Psychology (AA) PY-PYCHL-A
- Psychology for Transfer (AA-T) PY-PYSYTR-AT

Sociology
- Sociology (AA) SC-SOCIOL-A
- Sociology for Transfer (AA-T) SC-SOCIOL-AT

Theatre Arts
- Acting Levels 1 & 2 (SCA)
- Introductory Costume Crafts & Design (SCA)
- Technical Production (SCA)
- Theatre Arts (D)
- Theatre Arts: Acting/Directing (AA) TA-ACTDIR-A
- TA: Design/Lighting/Cost/Makeup (AA) TA-DESCOS-A
- Theatre Arts: General (AA) TA-GENERL-A
- Theatre Arts for Transfer (AA-T) TA-THEART-AT

Water Science
- Wastewater Technology Education (C) WS-WWTEED-C
- Water Technology Education (C) WS-WATEED-C

Other
- Dual Enrollment Student XX-DUALEN
- English as Second Language-ESL XX-ESL
- Life Enrichment XX-LIFENR